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Welcome backstage — our backstage to the most exciting theatre of spectacular traditional ceremonial of the 
British Army. Among the events still enacted are The Queen’s Birthday Parade, The Edinburgh Tattoo, Beating 
Retreat by the Massed Bands and Drums of HM Royal Marines, Trooping the Colour, Ceremony of the Keys at 
the Tower of London, Firing of the Royal Salute by The King’s Troop of the Royal Horse Artillery, the Guard of 
Honour of The Queen’s Colour Squadron of The Royal Air Force and the list goes on and on. Our equipment 
is worn or carried on all these occasions.

It all started over 150 years ago here in Birmingham, in 1850 to be precise. Frederick Narborough recognised 
a niche business when he saw one and seized the opportunity to set up a small workshop to specialise in 
the manufacture of hand crafted sterling silver mounted walking canes for the gentry. The cane was Malacca 
or hand turned ebony. The sterling silver mounts were made by silversmiths in a variety of bespoke patterns 
according to the wishes of the client. A range of patterns for immediate sale was also provided for the 
“gentleman in a hurry”. The business grew and started to expand its product range into riding and hunting 
whips, many mounted in precious metals as well as hand carved ivory or hardwood heads. Over the years the 
cane business expanded into ceremonial equipment for the military and police forces of the world.

The company remained in the ownership of the Narborough family and in 1925 a Mr S.C. Dalman, a Narborough 
nephew joined the company. In 1962 S.C. Dalman succeeded in being appointed Managing Director when the 
company changed its name to Dalman & Narborough. His son, John P. Dalman joined the company who in 
turn, became managing director in 1971. His son, Stephen J. Dalman became his successor in 1993.

The company was registered as silversmiths at the Birmingham Assaye Office in 1859. British hallmarked 
silver is an international seal of quality. Dalman & Narborough is renowned for the production of ceremonial 
drum major’s staffs for military and civilian use to this day. Sterling silver drum major’s staffs are still being 
manufactured. Many of whom have been created for HM Royal Marines, the United States Marines Corps 
(President’s Own) and many other military formations both in the United Kingdom and world-wide.

The company also became specialists in the production of Scottish ceremonial regalia, including bonnet 
badges, plaid brooches, doublet buttons and badges, waist and cross belts for broadswords, together with 
dirks and sgian dhubs. Highly decorative sterling silver bagpipes mounts became a speciality and are still in 
demand from the finest bagpipe makers in Scotland. The company has its own in-house silversmiths, spinners, 
turners, casters, platers, enamellists and polishers.

From 1990 Dalman & Narborough expanded its operation with a number of acquisitions which complemented 
its manufactured product area but also introduced a wider range taking the company into a far greater area of 
activity. During this time, Tom, son of Stephen Dalman had rejoined the company following a period of studies 
in the United States of America. He was responsible for driving the new acquisitions into a cohesive force 
with the formation of a new holding company, All Arms Marketing & Manufacturing Organisation. In typical 
military fashion, an acronym was thrust upon us, AMMO - not one of our choice, but we had been accepted, 
a compliment indeed.

New managers built new teams and the company continues to grow. From the traditional metal crafts of its 
Birmingham foundation, additional crafts and skills embrace hand embroidery in gold and silver bullion and 
coloured silks, hand emblazoning of regimental drums in 22 carat gold leaf and finest oils, all varnished to 
coach finish. Ceremonial uniforms with their relevant regalia accessories complete the wardrobe which, with all 
the “props”, serves to complete the setting for pure theatre for which British military ceremonial is renowned. 
The aim however remains the same: quality, reliability and the ability and drive to give “Service to Service” and 
maintain the old standards and traditions of its past.

“SERVICE TO SERVICE”
THROUGH THE REIGNS OF SIX SOVEREIGNS
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The practice of carrying symbols into battle has existed for many centuries and in many countries. The Egyptians 
during the reigns of the Pharaohs are good examples together with the famous Eagle Standards of the Roman 
Legions.

During the period of the Crusades in the 12th century, knights went into battle with their entire body and most 
of their horse covered by protective armour. It also concealed the identity of the wearer creating difficulties of 
identification on the battlefield. Distinctive badges were introduced to adorn the chest of the wearer, devices 
modelled to be affixed to the helmet as well as repeated on the wearer’s shield. Pennants or banners were also 
introduced and from which came the origins of Regimental Colours as carried today.

In the early days, the largest flags were called “Standards” and, as its name implies and was a flag made to “Stand” 
as opposed to be being carried. Heavy Cavalry eventually adopted the larger Standard which was practically 
square in shape. This was carried by these mounted regiments.

The Light Cavalry carried a smaller “Guidon”. The name is taken from the old French “guydhomme”, the flag 
carried by the leader of Horse. It has always been swallow-tailed in shape and easily identifiable from the Standard.

Colours were used in the British Army by the Infantry of the Line as a means of identifying the headquarters of the 
regiments in battle. It was here that the colonel established himself with the escort to the Colours and the Corps of 
Drums that beat around the Colours during the course of the battle. The Colours became the rallying point of the 
regiment and many deeds of great bravery were performed over the years in the protection of the Colours in battle. 
The drummers continued to beat during the heat and noise of battle so that the soldiers knew that whilst their 
drums were still beating, their Colours were still in safe hands and that their headquarters had not been overrun.

It was important that each soldier should recognise and identify his own regiment’s Colours. It was for this reason 
that the ceremony of “Trooping the Colour” came into being. It became customary to carry the Colours down the 
ranks at the end of a day’s march and to escort them to the billet where they were kept for the night. The billet 
was the headquarters of a regiment and its assembly point in an emergency. The object of the exercise was to 
familiarise each man with the appearance of his own regiment’s Colours and to guarantee that all ranks would 
recognise their assembly point especially when stationed in unfamiliar surroundings. Each morning the Colours 
were escorted from the billet back to their position in the regiment’s ranks. In time, names of battles in which the 
regiment took part were embroidered on scrolls and added to the decorations carried on the Colours. As such the 
Colours are an important object of reverence and a memorial to lost comrades. The Colours therefore express the 
spirit of the regiment and are held in the highest esteem.

“FLAGS, STANDARDS, GUIDONS & COLOURS”

A moth-eaten rag on a worm-eaten pole

    It doesn’t look likely to stir a man’s soul

T’is the deeds that were done ‘neath the worm-eaten pole

    When the pole was a staff and the rag was a Flag
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COLOURS

Photographed by Sgt Shaun Lewis; © Crown Copyright/MOD, image from www.mod.uk
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COLOURS

Regimental, Sovereign’s and National Colours
Size 45” x 36” excluding fringe, fully embroidered on colour silk ground on both sides, in gold and silver 
bullion with coloured silks with full devices with honours where appropriate to conform to authorised 
designs, edged on three sides with gold or silver bullion fringe, inserted sleeve to contain Colour pike, and 
fitted gold plated eyelet for bullion cords and tassels.
NOTE: a design service may be offered upon request

• 2% Gold or silver bullion cords and tassels for Colours
• 2% Gold and Crimson bullion cords and tassels for Colours
• 2% Gold and Blue bullion cords and tassels for Colours
• Colour cover, heavy-duty black leather, with brass dome and rocket shaped protective head,
   with tie cords.
• MOD Colour One-piece Pike, for Standards  Guidons, 7’4”
• MOD Colour One-piece Pike, for Infantry Colours, 8’2”
• Colour pike and Colour transit case, 9 feet overall
• Colour pike, jointed with brass centre joint fittings, complete with spearhead brass finial
• Colour pike and Colour transit case, 5 feet overall for jointed pike and Colour
• Finial - modelled top to specially commissioned design appropriate to distinctive unit device or national
   emblem as authorised, in gold gilt or silver plated finish

COLOUR BELT (CEREMONIAL PATTERN)

Fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion with coloured silks with the regimental or unit devices, honours 
where appropriate, all upon a ground of regimental or unit’s facings, edged wide gold or silver lace, fitted 
with Colour pike metal bucket fully adjustable to enable embroidery to remain in correct position when worn.

• Colour Belt case, lightweight and lockable with carrying handle

COLOUR BELT 
Similar to MOD UK pattern in heavy duty white or black gloss plastic, fitted heavy duty ornamental buckle, 
slide and tip together with ceremonial belt plate embossed with regimental or unit devices, fitted Colour 
pike bucket, metal fittings gold gilt or silver-plated.

COLOUR BELT (PRACTICE PATTERN)

Black or white leather Colour belt with adjustable buckle, leather sewn Colour pike bucket

MARKER’S FLAGS (COMPANY COLOURS)

Fully embroidered by hand in gold and silver with coloured silks, on flag silk ground to regimental or unit 
facings  with regimental, company, squadron or distinctive unit device to size or pattern as authorised.

MARKER’S POLES
Jointed poles, 7 feet in length, surmounted by polished brass spear-head

PENNANTS 
Pennants (Flags) for motor cars where authorised made to order to specifications, embroidered in gold 
and silver wire and coloured silks where appropriate, fringed 

STAR PLATES
Star plates for motor cars as appropriate made to order and supplied with covers 
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EMBROIDERY

TRUMPET BANNERS
Fanfare trumpet (chromatic) banners, fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion with coloured silks with 
the regimental or unit badges and devices all upon a banner silk ground to unit facings, edged gold or 
silver bullion fringe to authorised specifications.

State or Herald’s trumpet banners as specified above. Fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion with 
coloured silks to regimental or unit specifications on a silk ground edged gold or silver fringe.

MUSIC STAND BANNERS
Fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion with coloured silks, with enlarged regimental or unit device, all 
upon a superfine cloth ground to regimental or unit facings edged and fringed in gold or silver.

CONDUCTOR’S ROSTRUM BANNER
Fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion with coloured silks, with enlarged regimental or unit device with 
additional badges and honours in accordance with regimental tradition, all on a superfine cloth ground to 
regimental or unit facings, edged and fringed in gold or silver.

DRUM BANNERS FOR MOUNTED BANDS  (PAIRS)
Fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion with coloured silks with enlarged regimental or unit device and 
additional badges and honours in accordance with regimental tradition, all upon a superfine cloth ground 
to regimental or unit facings, double-edged in gold or silver lace.                                                                      
                

PIPE BANNERS
Fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion and coloured silks on the obverse and donor’s crest where 
appropriate on the reverse, all upon a silk ground to regimental or unit facings, edged gold or silver fringe, 
complete with ties.

MASCOT COAT
Fully embroidered in gold and silver bullion with coloured silks with regimental or unit badge and devices 
and honours where appropriate all upon a superfine cloth ground to regimental or unit facings, edged in 
gold or silver lace.   Estimates and designs available on request.   Please state type of animal.

MASCOT HALTER
Please state type of animal.

MASCOT
Horned animals - sterling silver protective tips for horns.
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CANES
• Riding whips, officers and other ranks
• Swagger 27” overall  cane with ball/thimble top, crested
• As above but with Hallmarked sterling silver top, crested
• CO’s Orderly cane, mounted with crested top to regimental pattern
• Provost Sergeant’s cane 36” with crested top to regimental pattern
• CSM’s walking cane, 36” with crested top to regimental pattern
• Drum or Bugle Major’s cane, with pear-shaped head crested,
   fitted plaited chain and steel shod ferrule

PACE STICKS
• Regulation MoD pattern 37” overall with brass screw fittings
• As above but with spring fittings
• Slim-line Racer with screw fittings, rosewood finish available from 36” - 44” overall
• Black leather sleeve for stick
• Presentation Desk Mount

SASHES 
• Sergeant’s, red worsted with fringe
• Special unit colours to order
• Officer’s, crimson silk waist sash with long fringe
• Special unit colours made to order
• Officer’s, crimson silk shoulder sashes with long fringe for Scottish regiments

LANYARDS
• Plain cord in unit colours worsted to regimental or unit pattern
• Plain cord in unit colours silk to regimental or unit pattern
• Plaited cord in unit colours worsted to regimental or unit pattern
• Plaited cord in unit colours silk to regimental or unit pattern

AIGUILETTES
All patterns, plaited and fitted eglets, made specially to order to regimental or unit pattern in wor-
sted, silk, gold or silver mylar or 2WM gold bullion
MOD UK -  Aiguilette pattern No:- 1   All gold, plaited for wear on right shoulder
                   Aiguilette pattern No:- 2   Gold and crimson, plaited for wear on right shoulder
                   Aiguilette Pattern No:- 3   Gold and crimson, plaited for wear on left shoulder 

SHOULDER CORDS
• Plaited gold shoulder cords with badge of rank embroidered in silver

SWORDS
All regulation pattern swords with scabbards and accessories supplied for
the Cavalry of the Line, the Household Division, the Infantry of the Line.

BAYONET GUARDS FOR COLOUR PARTY
• EPNS crested to regimental pattern
• Hallmarked sterling silver crested to regimental pattern

UNIFORM CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT

NOTE: Canes finished in black, light stain or dark oak.

NOTE: Pace Sticks finished in black, rosewood, light stain or dark oak
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HEADDRESS OFFICERS
• No 1 Dress peaked cap
• Service Dress peaked cap
• Beret with leather sweat band
• Beret with silk ribbon sweat band
• Side caps, to regimental pattern
• 1914 Infantry Blue Cloth Helmets
• Wolsey Helmet
• Pith Helmet

HEADDRESS OTHER RANKS
• Ceremonial head dress - details on request
• Beret with leather sweat band
• Beret with silk ribbon sweat band
• Hackles/Plumes to regimental or unit pattern
• Glengarry  to regimental pattern
• Kilmarnock bonnet to regimental pattern
• Balmoral bonnet to regimental pattern
• Blackcock feathers
• Caubeen

BADGES
• Cap or beret, metal or embroidered  
• Collar badges, metal or embroidered
• Badges of rank, No. 1 Dress
• Badges of rank, No. 2 Dress
• Badges of rank, Working Dress
• Rank slides - OG, DPM and Desert
• Woven identification patches
• Name tags, embroidered 
• Regimental titles, embroidered or metal
• Regimental armlets to unit pattern

Belts
• Stable belt, webbing with leather strap adjustments
• Stable belt, webbing with locket or plate buckle

• Waist belt for No 2 Dress to regimental or unit pattern
• Waist belt for No 1 Dress to regimental or unit pattern
• Waist belt for Full Dress to regimental or unit pattern

• Sword belt and slings for Warrant Officers, brown leather, white or black plastic 
• Sam Browne leather waist belt with cross strap
• Sword frog to match
• Sword knot to match
• Sword belt, web girdle, with gold or silver laced leather sword slings

• Crimson silk waist sash with tassels.
• Special colours to regimental pattern to order

UNIFORM CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT
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OFF PARADE
• Ties, regimental pattern, polyester
• Ties, regimental pattern, silk
• Tie pins to regimental pattern
• Tie slides to regimental pattern
• Blazer badges
• Blazer buttons, to regimental pattern
• Key fobs to regimental pattern
• Lapel badges to regimental pattern
• Regimental emblazons framed
• Regimental watch straps
• Regimental Jumpers
• Regimental Dog Leads and Collars
• Ladies brooches
• Cummerbunds
• Braces regimental pattern
• Regimental Trouser Belts

Medals
• Full size regimental medals 
• Awards/Sports medals

PHOTO FRAMES
Silver plated with regimental crest engraved,
Choice of sizes

PLAQUES
Regimental shields and wall clocks

TANKARDS & hip flask
• 6oz Hip Flask with captive top
• Half pint or Pint Tankard
• Georgian Pint Tankard Engraved with regimental badge

MESS KIT
• All badges of rank in gold & silver embroidery and gold & silver lace
• Shoulder boards with rank badge to regimental pattern
• Regimental waistcoat buttons
• Mess dress lapel badges embroidered or metal
• Mess dress shirts, white with double cuffs
• Cufflinks to regimental pattern
• Pocket watch with chain to regimental pattern
• Gold signet rings to regimental pattern
• Black bow-ties for mess dress
• Miniature medals supplied standard or court mounted
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UNIFORM FOOTWEAR

FULL WELLINGTON BOOT
Leather lined, Goodyear welted sole, 
leather heel with anti slip rubber top 
piece, Vamp and counter part in leather, 
quarter part plain smooth leather. 
Complete with a spur box.

• Size 5 - 12

HALF WELLINGTON BOOT
Leather lined, Goodyear welted sole, leather 
heel with anti slip rubber top piece, Vamp and 
counter part in patent leather, quarter part plain 
smooth leather, with a zip fitting on the inner 
side, available with or without spur box.

• Size 5 - 12

Oxford Shoe
Plain smooth leather black or brown, leather lined, 
Goodyear welted leather sole, with leather heel and anti slip 
rubber top piece, complete with shoe horn and spare laces.

(Also available in black only with patent toe cap)

• Size 5 - 12
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UNIFORM FOOTWEAR

What is a Goodyear Welted Sole?
The Goodyear welt is a method of attaching the  sole of a shoe to the upper. The upper is drawn over 
the last and held temporarily whilst a strip of leather (the welt) is stitched to the upper and inner sole. 
The sole is hand-stitched through the welt to complete the process. This construction allows multiple 
sole replacements, extending the life of the footwear.

George Boot
Patent or smooth leather boot, leather lined, 
Goodyear welted sole, leather heel with a 
quarter anti slip rubber top piece, available with 
or without spur box, complete with shoe horn 
and spare laces.

• Size 5 - 12

FEMALE PARADE SHOE 
Ladies service shoe, plain smooth leather black, 
leather lined, Goodyear welted leather sole, 
with leather heel and anti slip rubber top piece, 
complete with shoe horn and spare laces.

• Size 3 - 8

FEMALE COURT SHOE 
Ladies court shoe, plain smooth leather
black or brown, leather lined,
Neolite sole and heel.

• Size 3 - 8
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Ladies court shoe, plain smooth leather
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AMMO BOOTS
AMMO Boot, full leather lined with Goodyear 
welted sole and mid sole. Boots are supplied 
with UK made toe and heel plates complete 
with No2 treble hob nails.
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drum major
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DRUM MAJOR’S STAFF (MACE)
Drum Major’s staff, supplied to special design, incorporating modelled device surmounting staff head, title 
inscribed around title band with badges and device on the lower head, fitted best quality Malacca cane, 
plaited chain with long ferrule, steel shod.   All metal parts silver plated or gold gilt.

STAFF COVER
Heavy duty cover reinforced to offer substantial protection complete with carrying strap.

DRUM MAJOR’S PARADE CANE
Pear-shaped head in EPNS or sterling silver, mounted with regimental or unit badge, hardwood cane, 
plaited chain and steel shod ferrule, finished in malacca colour or black finish.

DRUM MAJOR’S PRACTICE STAFF (MACE)
Similar in design and weight but without embellishments.
• Brown leather, white or black plastic fitted with unit locket or General Service.

DRUM MAJOR’S DRESS CORD
• Gold or silver bullion cords, plaited to regulation pattern complete with bullion tassels.
• Dress cords and tassels, regimental or unit colours, silk.

BADGES OF APPOINTMENT
• Gold or silver chevrons with drum together with additional crowns, wreaths or other authorised   
   devices, embroidered on superfine cloth ground to regimental or unit facings.
• Badges of rank and appointment, machine embroidered, drab.
• Badges of rank and appointment, metal mounted on leather wristlet.

DRUM MAJOR’S SASH 
Fully embroidered by hand in gold and silver bullion and coloured silks with Royal Cypher (if appropriate) 
regimental or unit title, enlarged regimental or unit badge, full battle honours (if appropriate) all upon a 
superfine cloth ground to regimental or unit facings, edged gold or silver lace, with fringe.   Fitted miniature 
drumsticks with metal mounts, gold or silver plated.

DRUM MAJOR’S SASH CASE
Lightweight protective case, fitted lock and key with carrying handle.

DRUM MAJOR’S SHOULDER SASH
• Regulation Sergeant’s red worsted sash with fringe.
• Similar to Sergeant’s red worsted sash but in crimson silk

GAUNTLETS
White gloss plastic cuff with gloves, re-inforced
• Infantry pattern
• HM Royal Marines pattern

SWORD BELT & SLINGS
Black gloss plastic or leather waist belt fitted regimental or unit locket or waist plate complete with sword 
slings and hooks.

drum major
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DRUM MAJOR’S STAFFS

No.4 No.5 No.6 No.1 No.7 No.3

Photograph by SAC Hayley Love; © Crown Copyright/MOD,
image from www.photos.mod.uk

The Drum Major’s Staff was introduced into the British Army in 
the 18th century. The staff is not simply a designation of authority 
but is used by defined drill movements to signal commands to the 
Band. Drum Majors’ Staffs are made to order. It is customary for 
the regimental Staff to carry the Regimental or Unit title, Badge, 
Devices and on occasions Battle Honours, inscribed around the 
head. The Staff is fashioned from base metal or Sterling Silver, 
finished in silver  plate or gold gilt. Best quality real Malacca canes 
are fitted.  The average  length overall of a Staff is 58 inches.
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“See drummers with the fifers come
And the beater with the massive drum
The grand drum major first doth stalk

With gold-knobbed stick and pompous walk
And as he marches o’er the ground

He thinks he turns the world around”
Quotation from 1748

Some may argue that nothing has changed. What is beyond doubt is that Dalman & Narborough have been making 
Drum Major’s staffs for over 130 years. Over the years, this family-owned company has been producing Drum 
Major’s staffs for all the various marching band formations, from Military Bands to Corps of Drums, from Pipes 
and Drums to American style Drum Corps as well as Youth Bands, Kazoo Bands and Jazz Bands - even accordion 
playing marching bands. Their staffs have been carried by not only the finest drum majors of bands in the United 
Kingdom, but throughout the world. Many staffs are specially designed and made to order only, but standard models 
have also been developed to satisfy the majority of requirements.

The Military Model (No.1)
Brass spun and planished regulation head with domed top, surmounted by a modelled St. Edward Crown, a title band 
that may be engraved if required, trumpet shaped base fitted with the traditional coronet of acanthus leaves below. 
Selected best quality Malacca cane, plaited chain and long ferrule, brass shod. All metal parts gold or silver-plated, to 
choice.

The Cadet Model (No.3)
Brass spun and planished ball shaped head with extended long collar, fitted  best quality Malacca cane, ferrule brass 
shod. All metal parts chrome plated.

The Junior Model (No.4)
Brass spun and polished ball-shaped head with short collar, fitted best quality Malacca cane, ferrule brass shod. All 
metal parts chrome plated.

The Bell Model (No.5)
Brass spun and planished bell shaped head with extended body, slightly domed cap, fitted best quality Malacca cane, 
ferrule brass shod. All metal parts chrome plated.

The Plain Model (No.6)
Brass spun and planished head with a lower domed top. Selected best quality Malacca cane, ferrule brass shod.

The Plain Model (No.7)
Brass spun and planished head with a lower domed top surmounted by an Eagle. Selected best quality Malacca cane, 
ferrule brass shod. All metal parts chrome plated.

The Practise Model (No.8)
Brass spun and planished ball shaped head, matt finish hardwood cane, metal ferrule brass shod.
Overall length 56” (similar weight to other models).

Finials
Please refer to the illustrations overleaf. All finials can be interchanged with any model of Drum Major’s staff.

Band Identity
Unit or Band Titles can be engraved and the addition of badges, devices and battle honours where appropriate can be 
applied.

Presentation Models
Drum Major’s staffs can be specially made to order in sterling silver, appropriately hallmarked and decorated with band 
and donor’s crests, engraved presentation inscriptions. As actual makers, Dalman & Narborough can provide a unique 
and complete service.
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PEARL VISCOUNT MARCHING PERCUSSION
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Following extensive user trials with the Corps of Drums of HM Royal Marines Band Service and 
the launch of the massed drums at the Mountbatten Festival of Music at the Royal Albert Hall in 
London in April 2012, the brand has become firmly established with Corps of Drums and Military 
Bands both in the United Kingdom and overseas. Full details are published in the following 
pages. Meanwhile we are proud to prove our point with the following reproductions.

Complete set of Viscount emblazoned drums 
supplied to 1st Bn Grenadier Guards

Bass Drum and 2 Side drums supplied to the 
Band of the Princess of Wales’s Royal Regiment 

(Queen’s & Royal Hampshire’s)

Fully emblazoned Viscount Side drums supplied 
to the United States Merchant Marine Academy, 
King’s Point, New York, U.S.A.
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Code VCT1412TS

A standard sized 14” x 12” wooden 4 ply birch shell (overall 
height including the hoops 14.5” or 367mm).

The overall weight is 6.1kg (13.3lb) (double snare version)

The shell is specially bonded and reinforced with 45˚ optimized 
bearing edge hoops.  

Fitted with eight high tension aluminium and steel tension lugs, sixteen square 
head tension rod bolts and sixteen die cast tensioning claws (eight top and eight 
bottom) make this drum fully tunable.  All of the metal hardware is chrome plated 
to a mirror finish.

Fitted with the latest model throw on/off internal top snare mechanism (ultra 
smooth action combined with a new secure stop system). Both the height 
and length adjustment of the top snare are on the snare lever side for ease of 
adjustment. This helps to make the drum lighter and improves the overall look 
and feel.

The snare bed of the shell is fashioned to offer the maximum contact by the 
bottom snare wires on the snare head. 

Fitted with a Remo Smooth White Emperor (two ply) batter (top) head.

Fitted with a Pearl Clear ST Hazy snare (bottom) head.

The counter hoops are made from 8 ply maple and finished in regulation Royal Colours of military blue ground, banded top 
and bottom in military red and superimposed with traditional white wave.    Blue wave on white ground on inside of counter 
hoop. (Other colours available are White and Black)

The batter counter hoop is fitted with a reinforced carriage hook fashioned for carriage security.  

The batter counter hoop furniture includes three protective ball feet (these can be moved) which protect the drum from 
damage when the drum is placed on the ground.   

The shell is finished in a military blue ground (3 panels of blue at the front of the Drum) and military red nail board apron 
(5 panels of red at the back of the Drum) with an inserted chrome air vent. (Other colours available are White and Black)

Code VCS1412SS

Specifications as above but without the internal (top) snare mechanism.

The overall weight is 5.1kg (11.2lb) (single snare version)

(Other colours available are White and Black)

VISCOUNT SIDE DRUM

Code VCT1612

16” x 12” wooden 4 ply birch shell (overall height including the hoops 14.5” 
or 367mm).

The overall weight is 4.95kg (10.9lb)

The shell is specially bonded and reinforced with 45˚ optimized bearing edge 
hoops.

Fitted with eight high tension aluminium and steel tension lugs, sixteen square 
head tension rod bolts and sixteen die cast tensioning claws (eight top and 
eight bottom) make this drum fully tunable.  All of the metal hardware is chrome 
plated to a mirror finish.  

Fitted with a Remo Powermax, pre-dampened, ultra white head on the top.

Fitted with a Remo Hazy (transparent) head on the bottom.

The counter hoops are 8 ply maple and finished in regulation Royal Colours of military blue ground, banded top and bottom 
in military red and superimposed with traditional white wave. (Other colours available are White and Black)   

The batter counter hoop is fitted with a reinforced carriage hook fashioned for carriage security.  

The batter counter hoop furniture includes three protective ball feet (these can be moved) which protect the drum from 
damage when being placed on the ground.   

The shell is finished in a military blue ground (3 panels of Blue at the front of the Drum) and military red nail board apron 
(5 panels of red at the back of the Drum) with an inserted chrome air vent. (Other colours available are White and Black)

VISCOUNT TENOR DRUM
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Code VCN2610

26” x 10” wooden 4 ply birch shell. 

The overall weight is 7.15kg (15.7lb)

The shell is specially bonded and 
reinforced with 45˚ optimized bearing 
edge hoops.

Fitted with eight high tension aluminium and steel 
tension lugs, sixteen square head tension rod bolts 
and sixteen die cast tensioning claws (eight either side) 
make this drum fully tunable.  All of the metal hardware 
is chrome plated to a mirror finish.  

Fitted with Remo Powermax, pre-dampened, ultra white 
bass drum heads.   

The counter hoops are 8 ply maple and finished in 
regulation Royal Colours of military blue ground, banded 
top and bottom in military red and superimposed with 
traditional white wave. (Other colours available are 
White and Black)  

Three carriage rings are fitted to accommodate a choice 
of bass drum carriages.

The hoop furniture includes three protective ball feet 
(only on one side of the bass drum and can be moved) 
which protects the drum from damage when it is placed 
on its side, on the ground.      

The shell is finished in a military blue ground (5 panels of 
Blue at the front of the Drum) and military red nail board 
apron (5 panels of red at the back of the Drum) with an 
inserted chrome air vent. (Other colours available are 
White and Black)

Code VCN2612

As above but with 26” x 12” 4 ply birch shell fitted and 

equipped to match.

The overall weight is 7.95kg (17.5lb)

(Other colours available are White and Black)

Code VCN2812

As above but with 28” x 12” 4 ply birch shell fitted and equipped to match.

The overall weight is 8.35kg (18.4lb)

(Other colours available are White and Black)

Code VCN2814

As above but with 28” x 14” 4 ply birch shell fitted and equipped to match.

The overall weight is 9.2kg (20.2lb)

(Other colours available are White and Black)

VISCOUNT BASS DRUM
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THE PEARL PARADE PERCUSSION FOR MARCHING BANDS

The Pearl Viscount range of marching band percussion has become an established brand 
since its introduction in 2012.  These models were specifically introduced for those units and 
establishments with Corps of Drums and Military Bands who required the traditional British 
appearance and sound renowned world-wide. The Pearl “Medalist” range, also a recent 
introduction has become a household name in the world of the Pipes and Drums.    
 
For some time, we as a company, had recognized that there was not a “General Duties” or 
“General Purpose” drum that fell between the Viscount and the Medalist range.  We expressed 
our views to Pearl Percussion and in typical Pearl reaction, they listened.  As a result we are 

pleased to announce the Pearl PARADE range of marching percussion that is suitable for the wider range of 
marching bands. 
 
The side drums are available with a single snare head snare as well as the throw on/off double snare on the 
batter head.  All snares can be thrown on or off with ease on the march allowing the percussion section a 
complete variety of tones and sounds.  To complement this, marching tenor drums or marching toms are 
included in the range as well as a selection of bass drum sizes.  The new side drums are not intended to be 
fully high tension (HT).  However, Pearl have included a full high tension side drum, single snare head snare 
to broaden the choice.

GET ON PARADE WITH PEARL PARADE PERCUSSION
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PEARL PARADE PERCUSSION

PARADE SIDE DRUM

Code:  PRS1412TS

A standard sized 14” x 12” multi-ply wooden Kapur and Poplar shell
(overall height including hoops:-  12 ¾” or 32.5 cms).  

The overall weight is 5.1 kg.

The counter hoops are triple pressed steel.  The batter hoop incorporates the carriage hook.   
The shell is specially bonded and reinforced with 45o optimized bearing edge hoops.
Fitted eight high tension aluminium and steel tension lugs.
All metal hardware is heavily chrome plated to mirror finish.

Fitted with the latest throw on/off internal top snare mechanism (ultra-smooth action combined with 
a new secure stop system). Both the height and length adjustment of the top snare are on the snare 
lever side for ease of adjustment and an aid to lightness in weight.    

The snare bed on the shell is fashioned to offer the maximum contact by the bottom on/off snare 
wires on the snare head.

The shell is finished in a choice of white or black.

PARADE SIDE DRUM  

Code:  PRS1412SS

Specifications as above but without the internal (top) snare mechanism.
The overall weight of this single snare version is 4.3 kg.
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HEADDRESS
• 1914 Infantry Blue Cloth Helmets
• Wolsey Helmet
• Pith Helmet

ARM BADGES OF RANKS
& APPOINTMENT
• Drum arm badge in brass or white metal
• Drum arm badge, machine embroidered, drab
• Drum arm badge, embroidered in gold or silver bullion
• Collar badges, embroidered or metal

CARRIAGES, WAISTBELTS & APRONS
• Side and tenor drum carriages,
 2” & 21/2” gloss white or black plastic 
• Dress carriages 3”, fitted decorative buckle,
 slide and tip to regimental or unit design,
 in white or black gloss plastic
• Waist belt with buckle or plate in gloss white or black plastic
• Bass drum carriages, neck-let pattern to match
• Bass drum carriages with waist-belt and harness pattern to match
• Bass and tenor drum aprons in imitation leopard, edged 
   and pinked scarlet with flat head or raised head
• Bass and tenor drum aprons in gloss white or black plastic

• Gauntlets white gloss plastic with gloves for bass & tenor drummers

• Dress cords, double plaited with cords and tassels, worsted
• Dress cords, double plaited with cords and tassels, silk
• Bugle cords with tassels, worsted
• Bugle cords with tassels, silk

• Drag ropes (Slings) white plaited cotton (pairs)

• Spats Highland (Gaiters) for kilted regiments
• Spats Lowland (Gaiters) for trewed regiments

DRUMS
We are able to offer a fully comprehensive service in the emblazoning of regimental or unit drums. Drums are 
emblazoned by hand in 22 carat gold or white gold leaf and coloured oils with full heraldry in accordance with 
regimental or unit authorised designs.   Drums are then varnished for protection to coach finish.

drums & drummers

Photograph by SAC Bingham; © Crown Copyright/MOD,
image from www.photos.mod.uk
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ILLUSTRATION BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE REGIMENT MAGAZINE

pipe major & pipers
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HEADDRESS
• Glengarry to regimental pattern
• Blackcock feathers
• Feather bonnet to regimental pattern
• Feather hackles to regimental or unit pattern
• Bonnet badges to regimental pattern

ARM BADGES OF RANK & APPOINTMENT

PIPE MAJOR
• Gold or silver chevrons with pipe major’s pipes within wreath in gold or silver bullion
• Chevrons with pipes badge machine embroidered, drab
• Chevrons with pipes badge in metal, brass or white metal mounted on wristlet

PIPERS
• Pipes badge embroidered in gold or silver bullion
• Pipes badge machine embroidered, drab
• Pipes badge, brass or white metal

• Collar badges, embroidered or metal

• Regulation Sergeant’s red worsted sash with fringe
• Crimson silk sash with long fringe as for Highland Officers.

Cross belts, black gloss plastic with buckle, slide & tip regimental pattern
Waist belt with buckle, regimental pattern

• Plaid Brooch regimental pattern
• Dirk, regimental pattern
• Sporran, regimental pattern
• Kilt pin, regimental pattern
• Sgian Dhub, regimental pattern
• Garter flashes
• Gaiters, Highland (spats)
• Inverness capes

PIPE BANNERS
Fully embroidered to regimental
designs and patterns

BAGPIPES & ACCESSORIES
Full range of manufacturers’ products available.   Please advise details of requirements

pipe major & pipers

Supplied to The Royal Regiment of Scotland and presented by 
Her Majesty The Queen, Colonel-in-Chief.
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BUGLE MAJOR’S PARADE CANE
Pear-shaped head, available in sterling silver or EPNS mounted 
with regimental or unit badge, fitted with hardwood cane, plaited 
chain and steel shod ferrule. Finished in black, rosewood, light or 
dark brown.

BUGLE MAJOR’S SASH
Fully embroidered by hand in gold and silver bullion with coloured 
silks with the regimental or unit badge and devices, honours 
where appropriate, all on a superfine cloth ground to regimental 
or unit facings edged gold or silver lace with fringe.

SASH CASE
Lightweight case fitted with lock and key

GLOVES
Black or white leather

SWORD BELT & SLINGS
Black gloss plastic or leather waist belt fitted regimental or unit 
locket or waist plate complete with sword slings and hooks.

BUGLE MAJOR’S CROSS BELT
Mounted with regimental badge, lion’s head with whistle and 
decorative chains, complete with cross belt pouch.

DRESS CORDS
• Silver bullion double plaited with cords and tassels
• Silk double plaited with cords and tassels in regimental
   or unit colours

BUGLES
• Bb Copper with brass mounts, fitted tuning device and mouthpiece and chain
• Bb Copper as above but silver plated and polished

PRESENTATION MODEL
Regulation Bugle mounted with badges and engraved presentation inscription with honours as appropriate, 
silver plated and polished.
• Bugle cords, worsted complete with tassels in regimental or unit colours
• Bugle cords, silk complete with tassels in regimental or unit colours
• Dress cords, worsted double plait complete with tassels in regimental or unit colours

Gloves
Black or white cotton

ARM BADGES
• Single bugle horn badge in white metal
• Single bugle horn badge machine embroidered, drab
• Single bugle horn badge embroidered in silver bullion
• Double bugle horn badge in white metal
• Double bugle horn badge machine embroidered, drab
• Double bugle horn badge embroidered in silver bullion

BUGLE MAJOR & BUGLERS
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CYMBALS (pairs)
• Cymbals, 14” with pads and straps
• Cymbals, 16” with pads and straps

MARCHING TUNED PERCUSSION
• Bell lyre is made by a traditional manufacturer
• The scale runs from C-C with an extra Bb below
• Carrier sling for marching

Photograph by Paul Brownbridge; © Crown Copyright/MOD,
image from www.photos.mod.uk

Bugles

Flutes (Fifes)

F FLUTE
F (High Pitch) Flute, body made from specially strengthened 
polymer multi-bonded material, with metal lined head. 
Tuning slide metal lined. Fitted five forged silver keys,
with screw pins and specially tempered steel springs.

B  FLUTE
B  (High Pitch) Flute, body made from specially strengthened 
polymer multi-bonded material, with metal lined head.   
Tuning slide metal lined. Fitted five forged silver keys
with screw pins and specially tempered steel springs.

E  PICCOLO
E  (High Pitch) Piccolo, body made from specially strengthened 
polymer multi-bonded material, with head metal lined.
Tuning slide metal lined. Fitted six forged silver keys
with screw pins and specially tempered steel springs.

The instruments detailed above have all successfully 
completed Army School of Ceremonial (ASC) user trials and 
approved. All flute players attending the Corps of Drums 
courses at ASC are instructed using VISCOUNT instruments

The instruments are also available in seasoned African 
Blackwood built to similar specifications.

E  Piccolo

F FLUTE

B  FLUTE

DUTY BUGLE
Regulation Army model, steel spun and planished 
brass, with brass mounts built in B  low pitch 
(465 Vib to the B ), fitted adjustable tuning slide,  
complete with cushion rim mouthpiece and fitted 
linked chain.
As above specification, but triply silver plated and polished
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